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[Intro]
Luvin' you is all I wanna do (4x)

[Chorus]
Luvin' you comes so easily to me
Thinkin' of you boy, you know you are my remedy (my
minds at ease)
Oh, bein' with you that's where I'll always wanna be
(where I wanna be)
Every night and day(night and day) I'm so grateful
for(grateful for) the love you bring (your my
everything)
You are my everything

[Verse1]
From the moment that I met you, you've been always
on my mind (constantly)
You put a spell on my lonely heart and now my world is
so complete 
(I'm overflowing with joy) From the love that you give
And when I'm lookin' into your eyes, I get so lost in a
moment

[Chorus]
Luvin' you comes so easily to me
Thinkin' of you boy, you know you are my remedy (my
minds at ease)
Oh, bein' with you that's where I'll always wanna be
(where I wanna be)
Every night and day(night and day) I'm so grateful
for(grateful for) the love you bring (your my
everything)
You are my everything

[Verse2]
All this time, you've been my friend and my lover
No one can ever replace you boy (we share a love like
no other)
And as far as I can see, I'll bring you nothing but
happiness
What we share is all so real (real, real ,real, real, real)
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[Chorus]
Luvin' you comes so easily to me
Thinkin' of you boy, you know you are my remedy (my
minds at ease)
Oh, bein' with you that's where I'll always wanna be
(where I wanna be)
Every night and day(night and day) I'm so grateful
for(grateful for) the love you bring (your my
everything)
You are my everything

[Breakdown]
From the first day that you touch my soul I just haven't
been the same 
(no, no, no, no)
And I would like the whole world to know that you are
my everything
(my everything)
From the first day that you touch my soul I just haven't
been the same 
(you should know that)
And I would like the whole world to know that you are
my everything
(you are my everything)

[Chorus]
Luvin' you comes so easily to me
Thinkin' of you boy, you know you are my remedy (my
minds at ease)
Oh, bein' with you that's where I'll always wanna be
(where I wanna be)
Every night and day(night and day) I'm so grateful
for(grateful for) the love you bring (your my
everything)
You are my everything

[Outro]
Luvin' you is all I wanna do (repeat til fade)
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